Single-Shot Femtosecond Electron Diffraction with Laser-Accelerated Electrons:
Experimental Demonstration of Electron Pulse Compression
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We report the first experimental demonstration of longitudinal compression of laser-accelerated electron pulses. Accelerated by a femtosecond laser pulse with an intensity of $10^{18}$ W/cm$^2$, an electron pulse with an energy of around 350 keV and a relative momentum spread of about $10^{-2}$ was compressed to a 500-fs pulse at a distance of about 50 cm from the electron source by using a magnetic pulse compressor. This pulse was used to generate a clear diffraction pattern of a gold crystal in a single shot. This method solves the space-charge problem in ultrafast electron diffraction.
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With femtosecond electron pulses, ultrafast electron diffraction (UED) [1–4] and x-ray pulse generation in free-electron lasers [5] are essential for investigating the ultrafast structural dynamics of atomic and molecular systems through time-resolved structural analysis. There are two typical methods for generating femtosecond electron pulses. For high energy applications such as free-electron lasers and megaelectronvolt ultrafast electron diffraction (MeV UED) [6], rf accelerators are used to produce a high acceleration field and to control the longitudinal beam dynamics. For energies higher than a few megaelectronvolts, high-brightness femtosecond pulses with a charge of more than 1 pC can be produced without significant pulse stretching caused by space-charge forces. On the other hand, for low-energy applications such as conventional UED, dc acceleration with a voltage of tens of kilovolts is commonly used. With conventional instruments, an electron pulse is generated at a photocathode irradiated by femtosecond laser pulses and accelerated by an external static electric field. The longitudinal beam dynamics are not artificially controlled, and thus the electron pulse expands during its flight because of the space-charge forces in the pulse. As a result, the charge in a pulse is limited to the order of only 1 fC in order to maintain short pulse duration [7–9]. This is the most important problem in current UED because it is impossible to perform single-shot measurements with such a low-brightness electron pulse. It is absolutely imperative to increase the charge in a UED pulse in order to study wide-ranging ultrafast phenomena involving many irreversible processes. Furthermore, for the midenergy range of around 100 keV to 1 MeV, corresponding to the energies of conventional transmission electron microscopy (TEM), there is no satisfactory method for generating femtosecond electron pulses. The method of dc acceleration, for example, produces an extremely low-charge pulse that contains only one or a few electrons [10].

Recently, low-energy and midenergy femtosecond electron sources that overcome the space-charge problem in UED have been proposed and are under development [11–13]. A common principle of these methods is the longitudinal compression of the nonmonochromatic electron pulses after dc acceleration. An alternative method that we have proposed is the use of laser acceleration and pulse compression [14]. In this method, electrons are accelerated by interaction of an ultraintense laser field with solid-density plasma, producing a broad-energy femtosecond electron pulse in the midenergy range that has low longitudinal emittance. Such an electron pulse immediately expands in the longitudinal direction during its flight, but the expansion process can be reversed by using phase rotation techniques [15,16]. It is expected that these laser-driven electron sources will have advantages in terms of both compressibility and brightness when compared with conventional photocathode-based electron sources [14].

In this Letter, we report the experimental demonstration of femtosecond pulse compression of a laser-accelerated electron beam with energy of around 350 keV. The electron pulses are generated by irradiating a tightly focused terawatt femtosecond laser pulse on a solid target; then, the pulses are compressed by using an achromatic bending magnet system. These femtosecond electron pulses have an intensity that is sufficient to take a single-shot diffraction pattern.

We performed electron pulse compression and pulse duration measurement using the setup shown in Fig. 1. A laser beam from a Ti:sapphire chirped-pulse amplification system (central wavelength 800 nm, pulse duration 150 fs, pulse energy 140 mJ) is split into two half beams. One is used to generate the electrons, and the other is used to measure the temporal duration of electron pulses from the scattering of the electron beam by the ponderomotive force [17]. Each beam is focused to a waist of $6 \times 4 \mu$m in FWHM with an $f/3.5$ off-axis parabolic mirror, resulting...
in an intensity of $\sim 10^{18} \text{ W/cm}^2$ at the beam waist. Amplified spontaneous emission is measured to be less than $10^{-7}$ of the peak intensity of the laser pulses. The generation beam irradiates a polyethylene film with a thickness of $10^{-2}\mu\text{m}$, with $p$ polarization at an incidence angle of $10^\circ$ from the normal. Under these irradiation conditions, electrons are accelerated mainly by the $J \times B$ heating process [18]. It is observed that the electrons emitted from the back of the film have a broad angular distribution and a broad energy spectrum covering the range from 100 keV to 1 MeV. A portion of the emitted electrons are collimated to a $350 \text{ keV}$ electron beam of 1 mm in diameter using an aperture and a permanent magnetic lens with a focal length of $350 \text{ keV}$. The first energy selection is performed in this stage, since most of the electrons, except those with energies of around 350 keV, are not collimated due to the chromatism of the lens. Pulse compression and further energy selection are accomplished by magnetic compression with dipole magnets [15] as follows. The electron beam is guided into two permanent dipole magnets, each of which gives a bending angle of $180^\circ$ and produces a uniform magnetic field of 63 mT in a gap of 3 mm. In the dipole magnets, electrons with higher energy follow a longer path than electrons with lower energy. Between the two magnets, a slit is placed to select a momentum width of $\sim 1\%$ at 350 keV. The second magnet (the left-hand one in Fig. 1) is tilted at $12^\circ$ to the plane of the first so that the magnets themselves do not interfere with the electron beam emerging from the magnets. A pair of quadrupole magnets is used to correct the slight inherent chromatism of this dipole magnet system and to adjust the focus of the beam. To measure the temporal pulse duration, the electron beam is focused to $70 \mu\text{m}$ at FWHM using a permanent magnet focusing lens, and crosses the measurement laser beam. A transverse electron beam image at a distance of a few millimeters from the beam crossing point, which contains a scattering signal, is projected with a magnification factor of about 20 onto a phosphor screen using a permanent magnet projection lens and is detected by an electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD) camera. The distance between the polyethylene film and the beam crossing point is $0.45 \text{ m}$.

Figure 2(a) shows a typical image of an electron beam in which electrons are partially scattered by the ponderomotive force of the measurement laser beam, obtained in 20 shot acquisition. Both images are constructed from the same digital data but are displayed with different gray levels. (b) Signal trace of the scattered electrons with a Gaussian fit. FWHM of the Gaussian fit is $593 \pm 67 \text{ fs}$.
to minimize the arrival time of the electron pulse. To determine the temporal duration of electron pulses, we used the method proposed by Hebeisen et al. [17]. From measured images at various delay times, the ponderomotive scattering signals are numerically calculated using following equation:

\[ S(\tau) = \int \psi [D_\tau(X, Y)] dX dY, \quad (1) \]

where \( X \) and \( Y \) are the rectangular coordinates on the detector screen as shown in Fig. 2(a) and \( D_\tau(X, Y) \) is the number density of electrons detected in the image at delay time \( \tau \). The \( S(\tau) \) can be identified as a convolution of the temporal and spatial profiles of the laser pulse and the electron pulse as explained in Ref. [17]. A signal trace with Gaussian fit is shown in Fig. 2(b). Assuming that the spatial and temporal intensity distributions of the laser and the electron pulses are Gaussian, we can determine the pulse duration of the electron pulse to be \( 524 \pm 59 \) fs at FWHM. The electric charge in a pulse that arrives at the phosphor screen is estimated to be 6 fC.

We carried out numerical simulations of the electron trajectories using the General Particle Tracer (GPT) code [19] in order to model the pulse compression experiments. The electron source produced at the laser focal spot is assumed to have uniform energy and angular distributions initially. The emitted electrons are assumed to have Gaussian distributions in space and time with a FWHM of \( 6 \times 4 \) \( \mu \)m and a FWHM of 150 fs, respectively. The space-charge effect is initially ignored. Figure 3 shows the longitudinal phase-space and current distributions of the electron pulse at the compression point. The pulse duration and energy width are calculated to be 220 fs and 7 keV at FWHM. The increase from 150 to 220 fs is mainly due to the collimation and focusing lenses. This result shows that the flight time difference in the magnet system is relatively small. Thus, the longer pulse obtained experimentally cannot be attributed to the performance of the pulse compression system. Further numerical simulations taking into account the space-charge forces confirm that the effect of those forces on the pulse duration is negligible in this experiment. We, therefore, conclude that the increased pulse duration is mainly due to the characteristics of the laser-driven electron source. However, the intrinsic time response of a laser-driven electron source with energy of hundreds of kiloelectronvolts has not been researched in detail. At present, we expect some effects from the preformed plasma produced by the amplified spontaneous emission pulse that accompanies the main intense laser pulse, as well as from the electron circulation in the plasma caused by the sheath electric fields, which are formed on both sides of the plane plasma surface [20]. In any case, we expect to be able to produce shorter electron pulses by improving the laser pulses or targets.

We have demonstrated single-shot electron diffraction using the compressed electron pulses on a 10-nm-thick single-crystal (001) Au foil sample. The sample is set on a copper mesh used for general TEM observations and is placed at the pulse compression point after removing the focusing lens, the projection lens, and the measurement laser beam. In this configuration, the magnet system has been designed to minimize the electron beam size on the screen; that is, the achromaticity of the system is maintained. The electron beam sizes at the sample and the screen are measured using an imaging plate and the EMCCD camera to be \( 560 \times 890 \) \( \mu \)m and \( 430 \times 280 \) \( \mu \)m at FWHM, respectively. The distance between the sample and the screen is 0.41 m. Figure 4(a) shows a single-shot diffraction pattern for the Au sample. The peak intensities of the diffraction spots for the (020), (200), and (220) planes are sufficiently strong to be detected. For example, the (020) spot intensity is about 40 times higher than the rms background noise of the image. With multiple-shot measurement, the clarity of the image is improved: as shown in Fig. 4(b), second-order diffraction spots became visible with 10-shot accumulation. From the distances between the diffraction spots and the known lattice parameters of Au, the central electron energy is determined to be \( 356 \pm 7 \) keV.

We have demonstrated that femtosecond laser plasma can serve as a high-brightness electron source providing a self-compressed femtosecond electron pulse with energy of hundreds of kiloelectronvolts. This technique has great potential for the generation of extremely high-charge density.
femtosecond pulses in the midenergy range, because the space-charge effect does not limit the charge in a pulse. There is also the possibility of further improvement in the brightness of the laser-driven electron source [14]. Moreover, since the compression system does not produce timing jitter between the electron pulse and the laser pulse, it is possible to obtain high temporal resolution in pump-and-probe experiments. We believe that this development will fundamentally change the observation of irreversible ultrafast phenomena by UED in the near future. Furthermore, this is a general technique that can be utilized for any application that needs femtosecond probing or driving.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Diffraction patterns obtained from Au (001) single-crystal sample with (a) single-shot and (b) 10-shot irradiation.